Abstract-In pervasive computing environments the availability of real-time computation models is expected to predict a performance of Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM). Context awareness allows an entity adapt to uncertain environment, offering a number of intelligent prediction methods for tunneling. This study presents a proposal of a Context-Aware Tunneling System using Hybrid Artificial Neural Networks for prediction of TBM performance and risk response in uncertain geological environments. The proposed approach is essential to predict the TBM performance, together warning disaster risks in terms of the performance and risk response for the planning projects of tunneling. In addition, the proposed approach aims to predict TBM performance and utilization through a network in complex underground conditions such as rock mass, geology, lithography, and disaster in tunnel projects. The proposed approach has tested in experiments using data series from tunnel projects in Japan and Asian countries. To validate the significance of the findings and show added valuable parameters of the proposed approach, the results are compared with conventional statistical methods in terms of TBM performance evaluation. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of this approach, experimental results show that the proposed approach performs better than other current methods under uncertain geological environments.
I. INTRODUCTION
A context-aware system can examine the computing environment according to the prevailing environment that changes dynamically over time. The range of contextual information identified demonstrates the inherent complexity of context, its domain specific nature, and the difficulty in defining and measuring it [1] . In real-world problems, a static context relates to a use-case in which a user has an element of control in context creation. A dynamic context relates to a condition in which the user is seen as being passive, or at least somewhat less in control [2] . The static and dynamic context also uses to provide relevant information, matching with users in uncertain environments. The future solution of a context-aware system can be predicted by using patterns learned from historical information. In tunneling, predictive context-aware systems can address context preevaluation aspects introducing innovative proactive services, such as forecasts related to uncertain conditions or warning predictive sequences.
In industry computer and tunnel engineering, tunneling in difficult ground conditions is one of the most challenging tasks in tunnel engineering. In recent years, Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM) techniques have been used widespread applications in tunnel constructions, which reduce overall development costs [3] . Context awareness is concerned with the situation a TBM machine or engineers with adapting intelligent applications to predict TBM's performance in dynamic problems. In terms of performance prediction, we define context awareness as incorporating learned future context in the TBM machine performance behavior. The concept of intelligent prediction in the whole context as an abstract contextual level is integrated with real-time embedded algorithms with the networking device and media network communication supports. In the mechanisms of embedded algorithms, while context sensing deal with the acquisition of information from the physical environment, context reasoning deal with real-time acquired information. Intelligent prediction of the TBM's performance and utilisation is used in efficient methods, thereby supporting the effectiveness of predictive-aware tunneling applications.
Due to complex problems in under ground conditions, TBM performance prediction is highly recommended, mostly affected by conditional environments of the following: geological formation, rock mass, rock property, and fractured rock mass [3] , [6] . In particular, geological effects and operational states of TBM machine performance prediction are closely related to predict TBM performance. Many studies have investigated models to evaluate TBM performance mostly based on rock properties and statistical analysis methods [3] , [6] , [9] , [10] . The lack of these approaches' performance prediction, leads to new problems in uncertainty under grounds since a TBM is used in a place from the beginning project may not change other machines by reducing costs. In real-world industry problems, geotropical condition and TBM utilization performance are essential to establish schedules and cost analysis for any tunnel project. Prediction of the TBM utilization performance, especially in long-term projects, has become very important, considering the machine parameters and ground conditions. This study presents a proposal of a Context-Aware Tunneling System using Hybrid Artificial Neural Networks for prediction of TBM performance and risk response in uncertain geological environments. The proposed approach is essential to predict the TBM performance, together warning risk in terms of TBM performance and disaster risk response for the planning projects of tunneling. The advantages of the proposed model in performance prediction and risk response are possibly to take into account the geological conditions specially tunneling environmental behavior while including the complexity of machine operational parameters. To assess the significance of the findings and show added valuable parameters of the proposed approach, the results are compared with conventional statistical methods in terms of TBM performance calculation. In addition, the proposed approach has been tested in experiments using data series from tunnel projects through case studies in Japan and Asian countries for improvement of the effectiveness in this model.
II. RESEARCH BACKGROUNDS
This section presents TBM application and factor environments in tunneling. A Context-Aware Tunneling System is a key method for perfect solutions of tunneling prediction under uncertainty and risk. Hybrid Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) also introduce in the backgrounds to show techniques can possibly apply in the proposed system.
A. Predicting Intelligence in Context-Aware Tunneling Systems
An intelligent context information can be obtained from a variety of sources, such as TBM devices, sensor networks, tunneling sensors and historical profiles. In the intelligent context information, the gap between sensor output and context information processing is bridged various types of the context information. For example, a sensor may provide signals and data series, whereas a TBM application identifies the location in excavation. When classifying context information, data structures in various sources are used to exchange contextual information and tunneling application for the TBM performance.
Predictive Intelligence context-aware systems can address context pre-evaluation aspects of innovative proactive services. In tunneling, these services including TBM performance and disaster risk for prediction needs of occurrences of TBM performance pre-evaluation and tunneling accidents. Prediction allows Context-Aware Tunneling Systems to pertain behavior pattern in data series and network services.
B. The conceptual Artificial Neural Networks
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) including in Selforganizing Maps (SOM) [8] and Neural Networks (NN) [7] have emerged as new tools for analyzing uncertain geological problems. These techniques allow generalizing from a pattern in data series with supervisor and unsupervised training. In other words, ANN is described in a mathematic model inspired by biological structure and brain. ANN models consist of elementary processing units called neurons [7] . The neurons are interconnected in a topology, called layers. The main advantages of ANN is the ability to learn, recall, and generate either supervisor or unsupervised training data by adjusting the connection weights. Furthermore, Artificial Neural Networks are mainly used in two categories such as pattern matching and pattern recognition. Pattern matching prefers a model of continuous input patterns and output patterns. In contrary, pattern recognition is performed by classifying an unknown pattern through comparisons with previously learned patterns. However, the disadvantages of ANN have lack of information, given by explicit knowledge representation in the form of rules since the model is implicit and hidden in the network structure. For this reason, an integration of ANN with fuzzy reasoning evaluation model, called Hybrid ANN for prediction of complex real-world geological problems under uncertain conditions in tunnel projects.
C. Problems using TBM in uncertain geological environment
Tunnel owners and their advisers need to make realistic estimation of TBM performance as a basis for project planning, choice of tunneling methods and scheduling. TBM performance prediction is crucial for contractors when selecting equipment and tendering, as mistakes or misjudgment can have serious consequences both for their profit and for the overall success of the project [4] . In tunnel projects, researchers and engineers try to predict TBM performance and disaster risk in time lines t and t+1, as shown in a tunneling diagram of Figure 1 .
To predict TBM performance, researchers have not investigated in both TBM performance and risk disaster prediction since uncertain conditions are not concurrently combined in these approaches. For example of tunneling projects from Higashimurayama district and Huyiki town in Japan [5] , a methane explosion occurred in June 28, 1978 in mudstone tunnels of Higashimurayama district, was occurred in accident for nine workers died and two people injured. On the Feburary 1st, 1993, a tunnel of Huyiki town was excavated by EBP-TBM machine when explosion occurred for many damages. Because of no sensor emergency alarms in automatic detection in tunneling, these projects had no intelligent prediction methods embedded with the sensors at this time. In conventional prediction models [5] , [6] , the geological research report informs information about gas emission along tunnel projects, influencing to the surface TBM that should be quantified significant hydrocarbons and uncertain factors for prediction of disaster risks. To conclude this points, the lack of these approaches' performance and disaster risk prediction in real-time, leads to new problems in geological grounds since a TBM is used in a place from the beginning project may occur by disaster risks. In addition, with more accurate predictive TBM performance and better forecasting of risk response, accurate planning and cost estimation is significant for the project construction.
III. PROPOSED MODEL
The proposed model for TBM performance prediction and disaster risk response in complex underground conditions is simply depicted, as shown in Figure 2 .
In tunneling, the productivity of a service is principle of the appropriate context information ahead of time. The proposed model presents a spatial context based on influencing factors to TBM performance and risk response. A spatial context in predicting intelligence can be categorized as follows: (1) Predictive context includes a calculating machine performance ahead of time and warning disaster risk in tunneling; (2) Profile context contains behaviour data series and TBM machine for every physical time and significant parameters influencing the machine performance; (3) Physical context consists of geological and uncertain tunneling conditions.
The proposed approach uses Hybrid Artificial Neural Networks for prediction of TBM performance and disaster risks, mostly based on the main contexts such as predictive context, profile context, and physical context.
A. Hybrid Artificial Neural Networks in Context-Aware Tunneling Systems
The proposed approach using Hybrid Artificial Neural Networks for TBM performance and disaster risk prediction in complex underground conditions is depicted, as shown in Figure 3 . The components of the proposed model can be described as follows: 1) Data series and refined parameters: Data and necessary parameters are refined to the needs of TBM performance. 2) Knowledge Base: The database consists of data series and fuzzy rules needed to calculated in real-time. All consequent data series and rules can be retrieved from the existent knowledge and updated new rules to the Knowledge Base. 3) Hybrid Artificial Neural Networks: an integration of fuzzy reasoning evaluation with SOM and NN to optimize TBM utilization and prediction performance. Steps of mechanisms of the proposed approach are described as follows:
Step 1. Select parameters by influencing to TBM performance and risk . To optimise significant parameters of the TBM, we apply fuzzy reasoning evaluation model, together with expert preferences by SOM visualization. The map shows groups of these parameters influencing the TBM utilization and performance.
Step 1.1. Use selected factors for optimal TBM performance prediction and risk. Data series including geometry conditions, rock properties, and TBM operational parameters consider from the TBM in tunnel projects.
Step 1.2. Normalise data sets for preparation of clean data and update in to the Knowledge Base. To predict a TBM performance and utilization based on an evaluation of quantitative factors, quantitative factors consist of data series weights obtained from a TBM tunneling to normalize these weights in interval values in the range [0,1]. To set the quantitative weighting for the TBM we apply a Sigmoid function.
Step 2. Apply fuzzy reasoning to adjust factors influencing to TBM performance and uncertain risk. Uncertain complex underground conditions change according the parameters so rules consider an environmental conditions in tunneling.
Step 3. Use Artificial Neural Networks (NN) and SOM with fuzzy reasoning for training data sets. Unsupervised and supervised of the NNs and SOM training is to predict TBM performance and uncertain risk in tunneling.
Step 4. Update rules in Knowledge Base and screen results To adapt with new situations in complex underground conditions in tunneling the proposed system updates new rules and uses existent rules in the Knowledge Base.
Step 5. Experimental results in simulations to validate the method. To refine the model and validate the system performance, system results are compared with other statistic methods in terms of TBM performance and risk response.
IV. HYBRID ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS AND DATA

PROCESS
Regarding the Step 1 and 5 in Section III, this section aims to describe mechanisms of data process using Hybrid Artificial Neural Networks integrated with fuzzy reasoning evaluation model, to predict TBM utilization and prediction.
A. Fuzzy Reasoning Evaluation model for optimal parameters under uncertain conditions
This section provides tunneling engineers with a fuzzy reasoning evaluation model to choose a particular assessment system depending on available input data sets. In TBM of Enzan Kobou's projects in experiments, all parameters are independent, consisting of hundred parameters. However, some of parameters are strongly corrected in terms of TBM performance evaluation.
Qualitative factors are getting from the TBM, evaluated by experts and expert preferences are rated within a five point 1: very satisfy, 0.75: most satisfy, 0.5: neutral, 0.25: little satisfy, 0: not satisfy. Fuzzy reasoning can be described in fuzzy sets, such that the membership of an element ranges over the unit interval value 0,1. Fuzzy proposition is a concept of fuzzy logics, allowing input-output relationships via fuzzy IF-THEN rules and representing expert reasoning in terms of TBM factor evaluation. We use logical rule expressions and inference that encapsulate common preferences among group members under uncertain values of the machine in tunneling environments.
B. Unsupervised Learning using Self-organizing Maps integrated with Fuzzy Reasoning Evaluation model for disaster risk forecasting
Let Γ = {Γ 1 , Γ 2 , ..., Γ n } be a set of disaster degree, where n is the numbers of degree scales in uncertain tunneling environments. Suppose that
m } be a set of disaster symposiums in tunnel project S, where m is the numbers of disaster symposiums. For example, popular disaster symposiums are in the following of tunneling: fire, compressed air explosion, methane gas explosion, defective workmanship, flood, and landside.
To predict disaster risk in tunneling, disaster symposiums distance P Rule t: IF TBM tunneling Conditions B AND Other disaster risk conditions THEN Calculating disaster risks with an aggregation of affected factors' weights, as expressed by Eq.1.
where T is the numbers of disaster symposiums in a tunneling project.
C. Supervised Learning using Neural Networks integrated with Fuzzy Reasoning Evaluation model for TBM performance prediction
Let X = {X 1 , X 2 , ..., X n } be a set of input factors, where n is the numbers of input factors in a machine. Let y = {y 1 , y 2 , ..., y n } be a set of output factors, where n is the numbers of output factors in a machine.
The Neural Networks (NN) topology of the proposed model consists of three layers (m:v:d), where m is the numbers of input variables, v represents neurons in the hidden layers, and d is an output variable. In experiments, to determine the minimal number of hidden nodes, we have performed data sets depending on variables of case studies in tunneling projects.
V. EXPERIMENTS IN CASE STUDIES
In experiments, the proposed system has been tested in case studies of tunneling projects in Japan and Australia for the period of 2010-2011. Steps of the proposed system were carried out in the experiments as follows: 1) Data series getting from TBM were clean and normalized in interval values [0,1]; 2) These data sets were visualized by SOM integrated with fuzzy reasoning evaluation model, together with expert preferences, to select influencing factors in terms of TBM utilization and prediction; 3) Optimal factors including input and output parameters were placed in the NN structure to predict Penetration Rate (PR); 4) Experimental results were compared with an actual statistic evaluation in terms of TBM performance prediction.
With expert preferences in evaluation of Penetration Rate (PR), the system result showed significant factors influencing to PR of Open/Shield TBM, as shown in Figure 4 . In the NN structure, there were 10 factors used in input pasterns and PR was the output parameter. The NN topology was tested in tunnel projects with real-world data sets. To establish an optimal NN that can be used for predicting PR in terms of TBM utilization and prediction, the model needs to design for training and testing with data series. In NN topology, during the learning phase of these experiments, the decrease of the error as a function of time is controlled for both training set and testing set in order to avoid data overfilling. To overcome this, the data set was randomly separated into types of data: the training set about 83% for generating the model and the testing set 17% for checking the generation capability of the model. In simulation results, the proposed system can be viewed in various dimensions for prediction pattern of PR in data series, as depicted simulated results in Figure 5 . When running the proposed system, we have tested data sets influencing to gas explosion, compressed air explosion, and land side. Figure 6 shows simulation results of disaster risks based on the time lines in tunneling. 
VI. RESULT DISCUSSIONS
The proposed system performed and tested in Enzan Koubo tunnel projects in Japan and Australia. In simulation results, it is confirmed that ANN has successfully used for predicting surface settlements and rock mass in the projects. To evaluate model performance in terms of PR the proposed approach has been estimated by using the NN of Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). The definition of RMSE used to predict PR is expressed by
where M is the number of patterns in the testing set, O is the output, which presents predicted value by the NN and V is an actual value measured in the tunnel projects.
To assess the generalization capability of the proposed model, a static approach was developed, mostly based on conventional TBM performance in tunneling estimation of data series. The static approach was calculated from TBM data series in the past so its performance was predicted in short-term prediction within few segments of tunneling projects. As compared with the static model, the proposed model was performed the same data sets under the same underground conditions. As can be seen in Table 1 , the RMSE indicates that the proposed approach performs better than statistic's model in terms of PR prediction. The experimental results consistently show that the proposed approach performs better than the conventional statistic models. In experimental results, we have also figured out that fractures in the rock mass have a major impact on TBM performance in geological conditions in tunneling.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we have presented a novel approach to enable the improvement for capability of the TBM performance prediction and reduction of tunneling disaster risk. The proposed approach is predicated on real-time data sets in tunnel projects under uncertainty in underground conditions; such conditions can be driven by complex TBM and geological factors. The proposed system provides an effective basis upon which the dynamic and sophisticated tunneling conditions which projects can be managed and planned. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed approach is capable of predicting TBM performance and disaster risk.
Further investigation in this study can be utilized the Hybrid ANN either for selection of the best tunnel project strategies with optimal disaster risk from a number of tunnel segments in uncertain underground conditions.
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